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As Ive described in the sidebar Tools for Repairing Windows NT, Windows 2000, I use some of the commands provided by the Winternals Recovery Console. These include the Reset Software, Reset Passwords, Fix a Broken System, and Recover a Missing System Drive commands. In addition to these commands, the Winternals Recovery Console provides the ability to
reset the Ntpasswd file, which stores your Passwords. As I explain in the sidebar Resetting Windows NT Passwords, this ability can be very useful, particularly if youve accidently set a wrong Password for the Administrator account. With the Winternals Recovery Console, its also possible to undo system updates that have been installed on your computer. The good
news is that due to the fact that Windows NT is a 32 bit operating system, the Recovery Console will work without boot problems. The problem, however, is that some of the Recovery Console commands do not work in the Recovery Console. Luckily, some of these commands work just fine from the Windows NT 4.0 Emergency Repair Disk (ERD). Therefore, if youre
having trouble installing Windows NT, you can use a version of the Recovery Console that is made for Windows NT. The downside to having a version of the Recovery Console that is built for Windows NT, however, is that it will not work with Windows 2000. Since the Recovery Console was created for Windows NT, Windows 2000 will not understand the commands on
the Recovery Console disk; this is why you need to use Windows NT 4.0 rather than Windows 2000. With the Windows NT disk, the Recovery Console will work with both Windows 2000 and Windows NT 4.0. Therefore, if youve followed the advice Ive offered, youll be able to access the Recovery Console and do all the necessary repairs to get Windows 2000 back into a
working state.
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The Repair Console will start by asking you to determine whether you want to repair the operating system or boot the system normally. Select Repair Operating System and proceed with the instructions. After the operating system is repaired, select Start and review the information to determine whether the repair was successful. To select the Repair Console option
again, select Yes. To boot the system normally, select Yes once again. The next screen requires you to determine whether you want to repair a specific file or whether you want to repair the operating system. Select Repair File and then choose the Operating System to be repaired. After the file is repaired, it will display the text File restored, followed by Beginning
repair. Press F8 to boot the computer in the safe mode. Once in the safe mode, run the Command Prompt and use it to repair the operating system. When the operating system is repaired, reboot normally and review the operating system. You must have supportfrom your OEM if you want to install Windows NT on a computer that doesnt come with Windows NT. If
youre trying to do this for the first time, contact the service and support provider for information about the data that is necessary for installation. After deciding whether to download the ISO, the next thing you need to do is to create the computer recovery disk. This utility is free and can be downloaded from Windows NT Downloads from the System Requirements

page. Youre then prompted to download a utility named WinRecFix, which is a disk-wiping utility that can be used to purge the information that might have caused the system to malfunction. 5ec8ef588b
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